Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGA) are today mainly used with the Secure Neighbor Discovery Protocol (SEND). Despite CGA generalization, current standards only show how to construct CGA with the RSA algorithm and SHA-1 hash function. This limitation may prevent new usages of CGA and SEND in mobile environments where nodes are energy and storage limited.
Introduction
Neighbor Discovery (ND) is a protocol defined for IPv6 [1] in RFC 4861 [2] and RFC 4862 [3] . ND serves throughout a network link for any IPv6 nodes to determine their neighboring routers, to perform any IPv6 address resolution, and to detect any unreachable neighbors and duplicated addresses. It defines new ICMPv6 (Internet Control Message Protocol - [4] ) messages and options. As discussed in [5] , the ND protocol suffers from several well known security problems, and is vulnerable to some critical attacks such as the Denial of Service attacks (DoS). To cope with those attacks, the IETF Working Group "SEND" introduced few extensions to the ND protocol, leading to the standardized Secure Neighbor Discovery (SEND) protocol [6] that is essentially based on the Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGA) [7] .
A CGA is an IPv6 address bound to a public key, and it only helps proving that the sender of a SEND message is the real owner of its CGA address. The CGA defines a decentralized mechanism to bind the public key to its owner, and is radically different from the legacy approach which centralizes the binding through an electronic certificate being generated by a centralized unique entity. SEND [6] makes this decentralization possible by the compulsory use of a pair of self-generated RSA keys and an RSA signature option. The CGA also makes use of some electronic certificates but these certificates are only attached to the routers and serve to prove that a router is authorized to announce itself as a router with the declared subnet prefix on the local link. Those CGA works are derived from previous research works relative to SUCV (Statistically Unique and Cryptographically Verifiable) identifier and addresses [8] .
The CGA is currently under adaptation to the mobile networks, that is the ND proxying [9] [10] and multihoming [11] issues. That is, first, as required by some mobility protocols [12] , a proxy node must be able to announce itself to its neighboring nodes as the owner of the CGA address of a remote mobile node. Second, in a multi-homed scenario, a node can be connected to many Internet Service Providers (ISP) at the same time, thus it is allocated several subnet prefixes, and there is a high interest in making the other neighboring nodes securely identifying the node as a single entity. Further efforts are currently done to adapt CGA to HIP (Host Identity Protocol) [13] and MIPv6 (Mobile IPv6) [12] protocols.
So far, the CGA is strongly associated to the RSA algorithm in the context of SEND. Previously , document [14] proposed to replace the RSA algorithm by a variation of the Feige-FiatShamir (FFS) scheme. This is a great improvement as it reduces the signature generation and verification time. However, it has not offered much about the Public Key and signature sizes. Moreover the FFS scheme as not been standardized yet. Similarly, article [15] offers a more in-depth analysis of the proposal of document [10] and proposes to use Rivest-ShamirTauman (RST) ring signature scheme instead of RSA to extend the SEND protocol. While it indeed offers a solution to the ND proxying issues, it does not, however, improve protocol performances at all.
In this paper, we propose another approach, that is, to generate the CGA with the ECC key. Thanks to the underlying mathematical theories of the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and the small lengths of the ECC keys, the CGA generation time should decrease. In mobile networks, it is of interest decreasing this time as the time is critical, especially during the handover operations that must be realized within few milliseconds. This ECC approach was also motivated by the very promising results that were already obtained by using ECC in the sensor and ad hoc networks that are known for their resource limitation.
The CGA also relies on the SHA-1 hash function that is likely to be broken in a near future ( [16] and [17] ). To deal with this issue, the alternatives to SHA-1 must be introduced into the CGA. The RFC 4982 standard [18] gives the mechanisms to support multiple hash algorithms in CGA, but it does not recommend any of the current hash algorithms. The selection of the hash function is of high importance. First, it fixes the security level of the CGA, and this criterion should be the main concern. Second, it has a direct impact on the CGA performances, and as such, depending on the resource-constrained device implementing the CGA, a limited set of hash functions is able to apply. This article investigates the performances of some eligible hash functions, and gives a comparative analysis.
The objective of the paper is to analyse the experimental performances of the CGA and also the SEND related operations, first when using RSA vs ECC, and second for several eligible hash algorithms. For more realistic results, the measurements were performed on three devices with different capacities: a desktop, an embedded device (Nokia N800), and a GPGPU graphical processing unit. The results are presented under some synthetic benchmarks.
This article starts by reminding some CGA (section 1) and SEND related (section 2) generalities. Section 3 presents the testing environment and the different timing measurements. We then analyse the performances of the CGA in section 4 and the performances of the SEND protocol in section 5. We further investigate on these performances in an embedded context in section 6. In section 7, we focus on the impact of some new hash functions that are likely to replace SHA-1 in the CGA generation processing in the near future. We further improve the performances of the CGA generation in section 8 using the cheap hardware solution offered by the General-Purpose computing on Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU). Finally, section 9 concludes this article.
Glossary
• CGA: Cryptographically Generated Addresses
• ECC: Elliptic Curve Cryptography
• ECDSA: Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
• GPGPU: General-Purpose Computing on Graphical Processing Units
• NA: Neighbor Advertisement
• NDP: Neighbor Discovery Protocol
• NS: Neighbor Solicitation
• RS: Router Solicitation
• RA: Router Advertisement
• RDTSC: Read Timestamp Counter
• SEND: Secure Neighbor Discovery 1. CGA generation and verification
CGA generation
The CGA generation algorithm consists in computing two specific hashes. Hashes are computed over part of the CGA Parameters Data Structure presented on Figure 1 , and according to the fixed SEC value between 0 and 7 as described in [7] . This SEC value serves to determine the robustness of the CGA against some brute-force attacks that might be attempted on the hash algorithm. The current hash algorithm used with the CGA is SHA-1, and the Public Key cryptography algorithm used with SEND is RSA. Both of these algorithms are hard coded in the protocols, and no transition mechanism toward another algorithm is yet defined. The CGA Parameters Data Structure presented in Figure 1 is the result of the concatenation of a 128 bit random number called modifier, the subnet prefix associated to the generated address, the collision count, the DER encoded Public Key of the node and some (not yet used) optional extensions. The modifier is used during the CGA generation to strengthen the robustness of the hashed values and to enhance the address privacy by adding some randomness to the address generation processing (two generation processes with the same Public Key will result in two different addresses).
The CGA algorithm relies on the SHA-1 algorithm to compute the two hash values presented in Figure 2: • hash1 contains the 64 leftmost bits of the SHA-1 digest computed over the CGA Parameters Data Structure. These 64 bits form the CGA's interface identifier [7] after the 3 leftmost bits are set to the 3 bits of the encoded SEC value and the U and G bits are set to 0. Please refer to [19] for further information on U and G; • hash2 contains the 112 leftmost bits of the SHA-1 digest computed over the CGA Parameters Data Structure with a prefix and a collision count equal to 0, and satisfying the condition that the 16×SEC leftmost bits of the digest are equal to 0. The SEC value increases the computational power/time on the generator and also on the attacker. It is used to increase the cost of a brute force attack against the CGA generation algorithm [7] .
The CGA generation algorithm can be split into the two following phases:
1. The computation of hash2 and thus the final modifier generation. This phase is time consuming, and it is generally computed only once during the CGA generation (and possibly before the node joins any network). A modifier is contained in the CGA Parameters Data Structure, it serves to generate the hashes of the CGA, and it is incremented by 1 each time that the computed hash value (hash2) does not satisfy the requirement: 16×SEC leftmost bits equal to 0. The final value of the modifier is stored for later use in the CGA Parameters Data Structure. We refer to this value in this document as the final modifier. 2. The computation of hash1 and the interface identifier construction. It is computed each time a new CGA for a new subnet prefix is required.
The CGA generation algorithm as depicted on Figure 3 starts with a random modifier value, then hash2 is computed (possibly many times) until verifying that its 16×SEC leftmost bits are equal to 0. Then the collision count is set to 0 and hash1 is computed. The interface identifier is derived from this hash1 value. The CGA is formed by concatenating the subnet prefix with the interface identifier. Finally the Duplicate Address Detection processing (DAD) as defined in [3] is launched to verify that there is no address collision. If an address collision occurs, the collision count field is incremented by 1 and hash1 is recomputed to form a new interface identifier. This step is performed maximum three times. If during the third trial, a collision is detected (again), the node gives up attempting to generate an address. 
CGA verification
When a node receives a packet from one of its neighbors which use a CGA address, it has to execute the CGA verification algorithm. The received packet should contain an ICMPv6 CGA option carrying the final CGA Parameters Data Structure.
The verification algorithm presented in Figure 4 , starts by checking that the collision count value is less than 3. The subnet prefix from the sender's IPv6 source address (obtained from the packet header) is then compared to the subnet prefix obtained in the CGA Parameters Data Structure. Next, hash1 is computed and compared to the interface identifier, omitting bit 0 to bit 2, bit 6 and bit 7 (encoding respectively the SEC value, U and G). Finally, SEC is extracted from the interface identifier (the 3 leftmost bits) and hash2 is computed. Its 16×SEC leftmost bits are checked to be equal to 0. If any of the previous tests fails, the CGA address is considered as unsecured.
CGA related operations in SEND
This section first presents the SEND basic protocol and then it proposes a rough solution to integrate the use of ECC and ECDSA into SEND.
SEND brief description
SEND is defined to secure the neighbor discovery mechanism against the DoS and replay attacks [5] , and also rogue routers. It helps detecting rogue routers as it enables to distinguish valid sources of information from invalid ones. Some SEND extensions are appended to the ND messages, that is, the ND messages -Neighbor Solicitation (NS), Router Solicitation (RS), Neighbor Advertisement (NA) and Router Advertisement (RA) -that are usually exchanged between the hosts and the routers (RS, RA) and between the hosts (NS, NA). SEND defines two new ICMPv6 messages and six new ND options [6] .
SEND relies on the CGA to prove that the sender is the owner of the declared CGA address. A simple host announcing itself over the link is required to sign the RS, NA and NS messages with its private key, thus proving the receivers that it owns the announced public key and thus the associated CGA. A router playing the key role of relaying the traffic back and forth between the local hosts and the infrastructure network is required to sign the RA messages with its private key and also to strongly prove that it is the owner of the associated public key and it is authorized to announce the declared subnet prefix. This latter mechanism is known as ADD (Authorization Delegation Discovery). It relies on an electronic certificate issued by a trusted third party entity. To permit the host to check the validity of the certificate, the host and the router should agree on a common trust anchor, that is a certification authority that is trusted by both of them and that belongs to one of the certification path of the router's certificate. The ADD mechanism is designed to thwart the threat of rogue routers on the unsecured links, as a trusted third party is certifying the role played by the router, and the subnet prefix it has to announce. The ADD exchanges occur at the very beginning of a session between the local host and the router. A valid certificate guarantees to the host that the router (i.e. its CGA address) is bound to a public key and a subnet prefix. The SEND messages signed with the private key serve to authenticate the router. ADD introduces two new SEND messages -Certification Path Solicitation (CPS) and Certification Path Advertisement (CPA) -that are exchanged between the local hosts and the router.
When a new node joins a network, it starts sending a RS message to get all the information about the possible subnet prefixes in use. Prefixes are required for later generating its CGA. Upon receiving a response RA from a router, the host has to check the validity of the router's signature, and asks the router to send back a certificate that can be checked as valid by itself. The host solicits the router with a CPS message ( Figure 5 ) including a list of its own trust anchors in a Trust Anchor Option. Finally the router responds with a CPA message containing the selected trust anchor and a list of the certificates forming a chain from its certificate to the trust anchor's one (in Certificate Option). Then the host is able to perform an offline verification of the certificate validity. As depicted in figure 6 , the ND messages are protected thanks to four SEND options. The solicitation message NS or RS sent by a node includes the CGA Option, the RSA Signature Option, the Timestamp Option and the Nonce Option. The CGA Option contains the CGA Parameters Data Structure and enables the receiver to get the public key of the sender node. The RSA Signature Option includes the RSA signature over part of the ND message that certifies that the message was generated by the owner of the CGA (bound itself to the public key). The Timestamp Option protects the message against the replay attacks. The Nonce Option serves to bind a solicited ND message to its advertisement response, and also to detect replayed messages.
An advertisement message NA or RA can be generated by either a host or a router. It includes the same options as in the solicitation messages that serve to authenticate the origin of the message and to detect replays. These messages can be sent when a node changes one of its (physical or CGA) addresses or when a router multicasts new information about its prefixes. In case of an unsolicited message, the message is not bound to a solicitation message and the Nonce Option is omitted. 
ECC / ECDSA integration into SEND
The ECC cryptography [20] is promising for the resourceconstrained networks such as the wireless sensor and ad-hoc networks. ECC and its ECDSA signature algorithm offer the following advantages:
• ECDSA provides fast computation of the signature;
• The ECC/ECDSA code size is pretty short, and suits well small capacity devices;
• The ECC keys are shorter than RSA keys for the same security level. This property is very interesting as the public keys are usually transmitted to the receiver to let it verify a signature. Shorter is the key, less bandwidth is consumed and more energy is saved by the devices. The objective of this section is to describe the rough modifications we brought to CGA and SEND to get a first SEND implementation with ECC and ECDSA, for the performance measurement purpose. We propose the following modifications to the initial SEND specifications:
• Replace the RSA signature algorithm used in SEND [6] with ECDSA;
• Replace the DER encoded RSA key with a DER encoded ECC key in the CGA Parameters Data Structure (Figure 1) .
We propose to keep the RSA signature option format as defined in the RFC [6] , even if it contains an ECDSA signature. The verifier is adapting the signature verification to the type of the public key presented in the CGA Parameters Data Structure, as it verifies the public key during the CGA verification, and before the signature verification.
These modifications to the SEND protocol are currently revised to define a backward compatible and interoperable technical solution, but this extra work has no impact on the performance measurement results. For further explanations, the interested readers can refer to the IETF drafts [22] , [23] and [24] .
Testing environment
Generally, when we need to recompute a CGA (e.g. in case a node is moving from one network to another), only the subnet changes: this change involves recomputing only hash1 (and not hash2). Also, the Public key does not have to be recomputed each time. However, in our testing platform, we are measuring the time needed for the very first CGA generation. As such, each time measurement includes the time needed for generating a new Public Key, and so a new CGA. These measurements are also interesting to assess for the CGAs to support the IP Privacy Extension (cf. [25] and [26] ) which requires fast CGA generation.
The following time measurements are evaluated in the next sections:
• the CGA generation time (or total CGA generation time) is the complete duration of the generation of the CGA, from the generation of the Public Key up to the computation of the interface identifier including hash1 and hash2 calculus;
• the CGA verification time is the time spent verifying the CGA, as described in section 1.1, by testing the CGA address against the CGA Parameters Data Structure. It does not include the RSA Signature Option verification;
• the Final modifier generation time corresponds to the time spent computing a hash2 value that matches the condition on the first bits;
• the RSA/ECC key generation time is the time for generating an RSA or ECC key;
• the RSA/ECDSA signature generation time is the time spent for computing the RSA or ECC digital signature. In the SEND protocol, it corresponds to the generation of the digital signature carried into the RSA Signature Option;
• the RSA/ECDSA signature verification time is the duration of the RSA or ECC Digital Signature verification. In SEND, it corresponds to the time spent to verify the Digital Signature contained in the RSA Signature Option.
To evaluate the CGA generation and verification time, we use an assembly instruction RDTSC (Read Timestamp Counter) that returns the internal processor clock value expressed in CPU cycles. By comparing two executions of this function, we can deduce the elapsed time, in CPU cycles, and get an important precision even on small measurements. Then by dividing this elapsed cycles by the CPU clock frequency, we get the elapsed time in seconds.
The major drawback of this method is that the monitored processing can be interrupted by the scheduler whose time will be accounted for. To avoid too many interruptions, a Linux kernel was used in the single mode, so the number of processes and their interactions with our synthetic test program remain very limited.
To determine the appropriate number of measurement samples, our first idea was using the Monte Carlo estimator, but this method was proved to be inappropriate for our application as the evaluated time measurements were random. This randomness is mainly due to the randomness of the key generation and the final modifier calculus. That is why, we then decided to perform the testing on a fixed 10000 samples. A later calculus of variance proves that 10000 samples are enough as the variance remains low for all our measurements.
Note that we used an RSA public key exponent equal to 3 during our testing (for a faster signature generation).
Note also that we wanted to use 512-bit ECC keys which are equivalent to 15360-bit RSA keys. However, due to a limitation in the OpenSSL library which does not implement the 512-bit ECC key, we then decided to round to the higher value 571-bit ECC key. This security level difference is depicted into the tables under the "15360+" RSA key.
CGA generation and verification time on a PC

CGA generation
This section compares the CGA generation time measurements between the RSA key and the ECC key when SEC is equal to 0 and 1. Table 2 , the CGA generation time using a 571-bit ECC key with a SEC equal to 1 is shorter than the generation time using a 2048-bit RSA key with a SEC equal to 0. We can deduce that ECC increases the security level while decreasing the CGA generation time. Figure 7 clearly indicates the gap between the generation of RSA and ECC based CGA.
As expected, the generation time for SEC equal to 1 is greater than the generation time for SEC equal to 0. The difference is due to the extra time spent for SEC equal to 1 to generate the final modifier, that is, to compute several hash2 values until the 16×SEC leftmost bits of hash2 are equal to 0. The generation time for SEC equal to 0 includes only the key generation time and the hash1 computation time. For SEC equal to 1, there is an average of 2 16 hash computations before finding the final modifier. This value is confirmed by the formula 1 giving the number of trials necessary to get the final modifier according to the SEC value. This formula is adapted from the formula of the complexity of a first pre-image attack on a hash function [27] .
From the formula 1, we also show that generating a CGA with a SEC value of 2 or higher is not computationally feasible in a timely fashion. A test on an unrepresentative set of 10 samples gave an average of 1.8 hours to generate 1024-bit long RSA key-CGA address for a SEC value of 2. This result is confirmed with Formula 1 which gives scaling factor of 2 16 between the duration of a final modifier calculus with SEC value of 1 and a final modifier calculus with SEC value of 2. If 0,137 sec is the average duration of the final modifier generation for the 1024-bit long RSA keys, and SEC value of 1 (cf. Table 2 ), we can deduce a synthetic estimation of the final modifier calculus duration of 2.5 hours vs 1.8 hour, which is not acceptable in a real usage scenario. Table 2 also depicts that the final modifier generation time is shorter with the ECC keys than with the RSA keys. This is due to the hash2 generation time which is shorter with ECC because the SHA-1 hash function is calculated over the CGA Parameters Data Structure, whom length heavily depends on the public key length (as explained in the following section).
Theoretical analysis of the SHA-1 impact on the performances
This section proposes to analyse the impact of the SHA-1 hash function (as required by SEND) on the CGA generation time measurements of table 2. As stated previously, the two digests hash1 and hash2 have to be computed when generating a CGA. In order to further understand how significant is the impact of SHA-1 on the CGA generation time, when an ECC key pair and an RSA key pair is used, let us first analyse the internal functioning of SHA-1.
The SHA-1 algorithm is divided into the two following major phases: the preprocessing and the hash computation [28] . The preprocessing phase starts by doing an aligning operation over the input message, then parsing the previously padded message into 512-bit blocks and finally setting the initial hash values. Let us suppose that the input message has been parsed into N blocks of 512 bits. The hash computation applies on each individual block and is composed of 4 rounds, each of them containing 20 steps. This hash computation time is constant for every block, so we can infer that the complexity of this computation is bound to the number of blocks and can be estimated to O(N).
In the CGA context, SHA-1 applies to the CGA parameter data structure, and the length of that structure has a direct impact on the computation time of the digests. All the fields of the CGA parameter data structure but the DER encoded Public Key field are fixed length. As such, the table 3 reports the length of the structure and the number of the corresponding generated 512-bit blocks, when using different key lengths. These blocks have been calculated using the method proposed in [28] .
RSA key length (bits)
1024 From the Table 3 , we deduce that the hash1 and hash2 computation times belong to the same range of time duration for a 1024 bits RSA key and a 384 bits or a 571 bits ECC key. We can check that this result is verified in the Table 2 . The same remark applies for ECC keys with 163, 224 and 256-bit length which are spilled over 2 blocks.
It is now clear that the generation time of hash1 and hash2 is greater with RSA keys than ECC keys because RSA generally generates more blocks (especially when the RSA key length is greater than or equal to 2048 bits). The same remark applies to the CGA verification procedure, as we will see in the following section.
CGA verification
The CGA verification is the first step performed in the SEND protocol as soon as receiving a ND message coming from a CGA address. It is supposed to be a lightweight check before the (heavier) RSA signature verification. The CGA verification algorithm contains two main computational steps which are hash1 and hash2 verification. The other steps are only quick comparisons. The Table 4 Similarly to the previous section, as ECC provides shorter keys than RSA, ECC offers, as expected, some better timing performances.
RSA and ECDSA signature generation and verification times on a PC
This section presents the results relative to the RSA / ECDSA signature generation and verification. For testing purpose, we simulate a SEND scenario where we create a SEND protected NS message, by first generating randomly a message having the same length than an NS message with all the SEND options (but the RSA signature option). The length of the messages varies depending on the size of the public key. The resulting messages in use for the signature benchmark are crafted to be of the same size as the ones that would be emitted by an actual SEND [6] implementation. Table 5 shows that the RSA signature generation time increases with the key length. This is the expected result as the signature calculus depends on the modulus length. This table also highlights that the ECDSA signature verification procedure always takes more time than its generation. As such, the experimental results confirm the expected behavior of ECDSA [29] . However, neither RSA or ECDSA based signature generation and verification exceed 0.5 seconds. Values exceeding 0.5 seconds would have caused the Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) process to fail as it expects to send and receive 2 Neighbor Discovery messages below 1 second (see [2] ) , involving 2 signature generations and 2 signature verifications. Figure 8 depicts graphically the difference between the signature verification and generation for ECDSA and RSA. For the signature verification, RSA is even faster than ECDSA. Due to this time difference, there could be advantages using one of the RSA or ECDSA signature depending on the SEND model that applies:
• in the one-to-one model, when two nodes are directly communicating together (e.g. to learn each others' link-layer addresses), with big key sizes, ECDSA is mostly superior to RSA on an average of signature generation/verification operations.
• in the one-to-many model, when a router is multicasting a lot of information on the link (e.g. to refresh the current prefix lifetime), RSA is best suited because the RSA signature verification is faster than the ECDSA's and globally more nodes are likely to verify the signature rather than to generate it.
Unfortunately, we were not able to monitor a real SEND deployment to evaluate which model is more widely used. Heterogeneous networks where routers are using RSA algorithm and where hosts are using ECDSA could provide a good compromise.
Performances on a Tablet PC
To have an idea of the performances of the CGA generation times with ECC vs RSA in a resource-constrained environment, we performed the CGA generation tests on a Tablet PC. We used a Nokia N800 with an ARMv6-compatible processor running at 400 MHz.
As far as we know, there is no equivalence of the assembly instruction RDTSC on ARM CPUs, so we decided to measure the elapsed time for the CGA generation based on the function gettimeofday() from time library. Note that this latter function is imprecise as it measures the global generation time (including the CPU time consumption of other background processes). Table 7 : CGA/ECC generation time on a Nokia N800 (in seconds)
Although the RSA keys of size greater than or equal to 1024 are recommended in [30] , we decided for the sake of the completeness to include shorter keys in our tests. We used the 384 and 512-bit RSA keys to evaluate the key size impact on the generation time. Table 6 illustrates that RSA is too slow to generate a strong enough CGA in a timely fashion. In the case where SEC is equal to 0 (i.e. hash2 is not computed), we can see that the generation time with 1024-bit RSA keys (which should be at least the default secure size) is greater by 3 seconds than the shorter 384 and 512-bit RSA keys. Given those results, we deduce that it will not be possible to generate on the fly new RSA-based CGA on lightweight mobile nodes. This prevents the use of solutions based on document RFC 4941 [25] .
To improve the CGA generation, we recommend to use some pre-generated keys to avoid the key generation delays, so the CGA generation time becomes dependent only on the hash1 computation time which is about 10 −4 second. It should also be noted that the pre-computation involves some key storage, that could lead to a security issue when the nodes cannot rely on a secure storage solution.
In the case where SEC is equal to 1, we can note that the final modifier computation time is at least 1 second. This time duration is too long in a mobility context. Furthermore, for SEC equal to or greater than 1, we can deduce that the CGA cannot be computed on the fly on the resource-constrained devices. However, since the final modifier is computed only once during the CGA generation, it should not affect the handover delays, requiring only hash1 recomputation to fit to a new subnet prefix. Table 7 also shows, for SEC equal to 1, that the CGA generation with ECC keys cannot be executed in a timely fashion. The final modifier generation time difference we observe between RSA and ECC is mainly due to the key length difference.
In Table 7 , we notice that ECC-based CGA shows great improvement for the key generation delays. For larger key sizes, the generation time is smaller than for RSA, but is still too much important for use on a lightweight device. Smaller keys below 256 bits for SEC value of 0 provide a generation time less than 0.15 second and this can help the whole CGA generation pro-cessing to become seamless to the user.
As stated in the previous section, given the usage scenario (one-to-many or one-to-one), RSA could have some advantages over ECDSA. However, this is a first sight conclusion as the impact of ECDSA shorter keys on the energy consumed during wireless transmission should also be taken into consideration. We believe it could be another point in favor of the use of ECC in CGA. Also note that some RSA and ECC key size can not work on these lightweight devices. As outlined in Figure 9 , values over 0.5 second (over the line) indicate the key sizes that do not perform a Duplicate Address Detection process in a timely fashion.
To conclude this section, we recommend that lightweight devices in a mobility context make use of CGA with ECC keys and SEC value equal to 0 when the address cannot be pregenerated beforehand.
Influence of a hash function on the CGA generation time
Due to the security flaws ( [16] and [17] ), SHA-1 [28] will soon be phased out by the NIST [31] and it is recommended to replace it with SHA-2 family hash functions. Some on-going works in the "CGA and Send maIntenance" Working Group in the IETF are providing some insights about these security issues and how CGA can be generated with a different hash algorithm [32] .
For these reasons, we evaluated the performances of some hash algorithms in the CGA context. Tests are performed on: SHA-256, SHA-512 [28] (current hash algorithms proposed by the NIST), RIPEMD-160 [33] , TIGER2 [34] and WHIRLPOOL [35] . SHA-224 and SHA-384 are not evaluated as they are truncated versions of respectively SHA-256 and SHA-512. SHA-512, TIGER2 and WHIRLPOOL are benefitting from our 64-bit processor architecture, which are very popular in recent workstations and servers. Except for TIGER2 and WHIRLPOOL, for which we use available online implementations [36] [35] , all the algorithm implementations we used are part of the OpenSSL library [37] .
For each hash algorithm, we evaluated the final modifier generation time over a basic CGA Parameters Data Structure (Figure 1) when generating the RSA-based CGA with a SEC value equal to 1. It helps evaluating the influence of the hash functions on the CPU intensive hash2 calculus. The comparative results are given in Figure 10 . Remind that SEC=1 implies an average of 2 16 hash calculations (cf. Formula 1). Figure 10 show that the final modifier generation time depends on the key length. This is normal as the hash is computed over the CGA Parameters Data Structure that contains the Public Key. SHA-256 and SHA-512 meet our expectations as they are known to be slower than SHA-1. SHA-512 benefits from our 64-bit architecture and actually offers better performances than the SHA-256 hash function. WHIRLPOOL [35] as already stated in the literature [38] , is known to be slower than SHA-256. However, the counter-performances here are likely to be more related to a lack of optimization in the implementation. We remark that the most efficient algorithm concerning the final modifier generation time is the currently used SHA-1 algorithm. Next, RIPEMD-160 presents also interesting performances. TIGER2 performances are close to RIPEMD-160's ones, but this is mostly due to our 64-bit architecture.
Currently, SHA-256 and the whole SHA-2 family (SHA-384, SHA-512...) are being reviewed among the IETF and should be proposed as the next hash algorithm standard instead of SHA-1 for CGA. This decision is not based on the performances: in our comparative results, we clearly see that SHA-256 and SHA-512 are not the fastest ones. The choice is based on the security level and robustness provided by SHA-2 family that has received a thorough analysis by the NIST and among the cryptographic community. This choice will however slow down the CGA generation processing.
8. Improved performances with the General-Purpose computation on GPU Nowadays, inexpensive graphic cards shipped with new enduser computers tend to be more and more powerful and are GPGPU enabled. In the contrary, we cannot expect an end-user to acquire some cryptographic accelerator cards. We evaluate in this section the benefits offered by the General-Purpose computations on GPUs (GPGPU), by parallelizing the CGA generation algorithm, and we analyse possible gain using the widely deployed recent graphic card generation.
We ported the lightweight XySSL's [39] SHA-1 implementation into the NVIDIA CUDA [40] platform. The CUDA framework offers a C-like programming language to perform the parallel operations on graphic cards and is relatively easy to use.
The main idea here is to parallelize the final modifier's SHA-1 computations. As explained in section 1.1, the hash2 computation is the most consuming task of the CGA generation algorithm. Multiple SHA-1 hashes are computed over the CGA Parameters Data Structure which is slightly modified each time the modifier value is incremented. Basically, we suggest testing multiple modifier values at once. We barely modify the CGA's generation algorithm [7] to achieve parallelization as shown in Figure 11 .
The results are obtained using NVIDIA Geforce 8600GT and NVIDIA Geforce 8600GTS graphic cards (CPU type has only little influence here). These two cards have exactly the same number of Multiprocessors (used to compute data) but the GTS version has higher GPU and memory frequencies (GTS has a GPU clocked to 675 MHz and memory running at 1000 Mhz while the GT is limited respectively to 540 Mhz and 700 Mhz). Due to these low end graphic cards' limitations (small shared memory, low number of registers, etc.), our portage of SHA-1's code does not fit completely in the card's "fast" memory and some data must be spilled over the computer local (slow) memory, involving performance losses. This drawback is partially mitigated when scheduling multiple threads to hide the memory latency.
We performed, on each card, 500 calculus of final modifier with CGA having SEC value equal to 2 and a 1024-bit long RSA key. An average of 1351 s (approx. 22 min) was spent to compute the final modifiers on a NVIDIA 8600 GT, vs 852 s (approx. 14 min) on the NVIDIA 8600 GTS. The time difference is due to the GPU and memory clock frequencies. The standard deviation for the NVIDA 8600 GT is 1300 seconds (almost the same as the mean value), which highlight the high randomness of the address generation process. These results should be compared with the approximative estimation of 2.4 hours on a Pentium 4 (see section 4). With the 8600 GTS, the speed increases by a factor of 10. This is a serious improvement, however, 14 min to generate a CGA address with a SEC value of 2 is still too long for an end-user.
We were not able to test out the latest NVIDIA Geforce GT200 series card, but the authors believe that this series can perform at least 7 times faster than the tested NVIDIA. This conjecture is held on the basis that new GT200 series contain at least 7 times more Multiprocessors, while having faster GPUs, more registries and a new memory management mechanism. With GPGPU, CGA with a SEC value of 2 could become more widely used in the next upcoming years as their generation time could drop to few seconds.
There are currently some talks at the IETF for using the DHCPv6 servers to generate CGA on behalf of the computationally limited nodes [41] . We can further improve this proposal by embedding graphic cards, like the ones presented here, into routers. This will permit decreasing the CGA generation time. The very same graphic cards will also be able to serve as cheap cryptographic accelerators for other needs of the router.
As a conclusion of the section, we note that GPGPU could be used in conjunction with the multi-core CPUs to further improve hash2 calculus. We also note that the calculus duration of a CGA with a SEC value of 3 is supposed to be in average 2 16 times longer than the one with a SEC value of 2, which means weeks of calculus with the current hardware. Unless another big technological jump improves the performances, we consider the SEC value above 3 to be out of reach of modern computers.
Conclusion
CGA have been initially defined with RSA and SHA-1. RSA with key length equal to or greater than 1024 bits is recommended by the NIST for a medium security level. The generation time and the size of such keys make the use of the RSA-based CGA for the constrained devices difficult. Moreover, larger is the key, larger is the size of transmitted packets and worse it is for the wireless operations on battery limited devices.
We proposed and measured the actual performances of an alternative based on the Elliptic Curve Cryptography, providing shorter keys and faster computations. With experimental measurements, we did prove that the usage of ECC was an important breakthrough for CGA, especially for constrained devices like PDA and Tablet PC. We further evaluated the impact of the hash functions on the CGA as the next generation of CGA is highly likely to implement one of the SHA-2 hash algorithm instead of SHA-1.
We then significantly reduced the generation time of higher SEC values by introducing the GPGPU. This demonstrates that even a higher security could be used in the network without the need for an expensive specialised hardware.
All of this analysis can provide serious leads for standardization bodies such as the IETF where document such as [22] , [23] and [24] are proposed.
Future works of the authors will mainly focus on some new usages of the CGA and SEND benefiting from the significantly improved performances presented in this paper.
